Owner: LDV Hospitality
Architect Firm: DesignONE Studio, Marietta, Georgia
Interior Design Firm: SLDesign, Philadelphia
Contractor: McCarty Construction
Purchasing Firms: SLDesigns and LDV Hospitality
Lighting: Bold

BAR/CAFÉ
Barstool: ISA International; leather from Moore and Giles
Pendant Lighting: Custom by Classic Metal Design
Dining Chair: Andy Thornton; fabric by Kravet
Table Top: Coast to Coast
Banquette Bench: Dine Rite Seating
Floor Tile: Vile Lagoon Tile

DINING ROOM
Chairs: Palacek; leather from Moore and Giles
Tables: Coast to Coast
Banquettes: Dine Rite Seating; leather from Moore and Giles
Lighting: Classic Metal Design
Mirrors: Friedman Brothers
Art and Frames: DAC Art Consulting
Millwork: Merric Millwork